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Perspectives on Nomadism W. Irons and N. Dyson-Hudson (eds~,
Brill 1972; and 'Comparative Studies :of Nomadism and
Pastor.alism I , Anthropological Quarterly, Special Issue
. VoJ .• .44, N·o· •. 3, 1971.
A move seems to be afoot to establish 'nomadism~ as an important
discipline o£ i.ts .own. :For ."t00, long, say ,some, .anthropologists have
thought of nomadism ina paternal manner as that esoteric offspring of
geography and ecology dealing with desert herders and their tents.
and of course the unique relationship between~hese people and their.
harsh, harsh environment. The problem is that other anthropologists,
say these same malcontents , realise that the age of environmental
determinism is past but wish i t wasn't 11Th en looking at sun-burned
desert-d·wellers. It ':louldbe much more comfortable to be able to
explain away coincidental cultural phenomena in terms .of environmental
adaptation 1Ilhen that environment is of so obvious an importance, than
to search for other formative interrelations in the social milieu.
Of course this does not work "I1hen the forces of comparativfi soCial
studies take the field,and so attempts are made tb show/ca~~ation can
be ieft on one si de and behaviour patterns can replace it. J OMS on
':for example (The Nature of Nomadism, 1969, Chicago) provides a very
typical old' fashioned structure based upon movement patterns, but it
fits into the game played by so many before (Bacon, Patai, Krader,
etc.) as to who are nomads and what are the common characteristics
that al101rT 'us to use this special category in any useful way.
Today,. anthropologists working in areas I"here the harshness
of terrain, coupled with a seemingly arid cultural heritage, and where
characteristics such as movement and herding are common factors, seem
to fee). that a frarne,mrk of reference unique :to these areas is essential.
Possibly a compensation deemed necessary to replace what might appear
to be the ,richer cultures in other parts of the earth. ,It is remin~scent
of the situation analysed by Barth for the Basseri nomads of south
Persia. He found no overt evidence of ritual behaviour, felt this
augered against the structure of tIns kind of society, and interpreted
the rigid timings and.changes.in the movement. pattern as a substitute
for the gap in the Basseri social model.
A spate of justificatory symposia, essays and books . about nomads
has. recently been released.upon an unsuspecting anthropological world.
Tothose'l"/'orking in related areas a proportion.of thes'e"~sflidies are
welcome.', To' others, they have a somewhat embarrassil1g'" justify the ",
field' stress that seems a· long way behind the analyses in most of
modern social anthropology. .That there, is likely to be some ~el~tio~
ship. between the physio-biotic environment and the socio-cult~ral
organisation of a group comes as no surprise to anyone. Neither does
the idea that ,"social, political and cultural factors in the environment are often, the determinants of adaptation". (Salzman, A. ';1. intro.)
and as most of, the articles in the collections under review indicate,
a balance of the two. is the most obvious and certainly the least
startling sociological fact brought out in these works. Salzman
believes that:, the physio-biotic environment is only a secondary
factor in a process of adaptation and he cries out for substantive
generalisation~ presumably to place the study of 'nomadism' on the
anthropological map. But anthropological theor,y in the 20th century
has not been geared to 'non-nomadic' societies - it was probably a
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great mistake for Barth to call 1;1is ~fOrk Nomads, of South Persia
for it seems to have given an identity to the student of t:Lle aridland pastoral nomad that was not thought necessary before.
The "b;V'0 most recent important ~orks 0il'so:"calied'-riomadi~
societies a1'e those edited by.. ,s;;:i.lzman naoinpar~_ti,ye Stu,die,sof, ,
Nomadism and Pastoralism') and by Irons and Dyson.;..Hudson(Perspectives
on Nomadism). Both of these are based upon successive symposia
attended by almost the same people and can really be considered
'companion "[<TOrks. They contain many excellent, individual essays, ,but
,it is for their contribution to area and groupst·udies.th,atthey,
will remain importa.nt ~ It is interesting to observe the different'
ideals' of. the two l'1riters in their respective introductions. Sal~man,"
Ci.S already mentioned, is after substantive-generalizations; comparative
studies that use the material ,already ,available in the ethnography. '
Dyson-Hudson, on the other hand, asks for realism, ,behaviouralism,'and
detail. It is just because of the fragmentary data of the fifties
and earlier that attempts to categorize, classify and homogenize
nomadic societies have been so weak. This is exemplified in the
articles ~lherethe author :feels an obligation to pop ina semantic
statement to avoid the condemnation due for misuse ofthellOrds
'nomadism', 'sedentary'. or even .pastoral'. Vlhich returns us to
the urgency felt by these l'1riters for a theoretical framework
different to those acceptable to other anthropologists. It is most
enlightening to look through the biblj,ogrCl.ph,;i;e~,CI.'ppendedto 1;heessays
aI:\d to see ,ii th one or two exceptions, the dominance of Barth (used
by everyone except Nada Dyson-Hudson) and the extraordinary lack of
any other theoretical material., This again seems to be a reflection
of the fear of the 'nomadists' of not being recognised as mainstream
anthropology, but it is just that \'Ihich makes this esoteric group
so vulnerable, even though there is such a wealth of material in their
work.
.
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'rll"en the essent ial pas toral-fariner balance is discussed (HorolV'i tz,
Spooner, Ba.tes) or the demograph:lc;..environment balance (Irons, Paine,
¥I. Si'lidler), it is refreshing that it is done not as a means of
, ,.
establishing the identity of the nomadic group but rather as a l,lSe of
variables and the relationships between' them. 'Most wri tars have left
Ibn'Khaldun back in the 14th century and aren't ,too worried'about the
r image' of the nomad and peasant (noble, free wanderer as. contrasted
with the oppressed, inferior farmer) ~
" "
,', "
Finally, a word of praise for the' introductory essay, by DysonHudson in Perspectives on Nomadism entitled 'The Study of Nomads".
It is one of the most useful, careful analyses of the conteIltsof a
book by its editor I have evel" read. Uhat is parti.cularly ,good,is
the honest manner in wJlich Dyson-Hudson looks at'the symposium material.
ThGre is no attempt at conciliation bet\,leen the authors an,dhiIuselfand
an intellectual ,setting i's estabiishedfor ,the volume as a \'Ihole. " '
Bot~ these volumes are
'their people' migrate, live
arid environment or not, for
approach other cultures that

important for anthropologists whether
in tents, have herds, live in a semiit is the fundamental problem of how to·
is: under discussion.
Andre Singer
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Words about God.

Ian T. Ramsey (ed), 1971.

S C N Press Ltd.

£1.50 paperback.
A selection of readings 'l'lhich begins with the Early Christian
Fath:rs, Plotinus, r:"oses NaimOriides and Aquinas, and ends ldth extracts
from the famous fifth chapter of Nuer Religion, must be of considerable
interest to anthropologists. One of Ramseiy's special concerns is to
show some of the lfays in uhich the 'narrOlf' empiricism of the earlier
decades of this century has 'broadened' into a form more amenable
for a true understanding of religion. In 1946, Russell distipguished
betlfeen tl'mo\'11edge by acquaintance' and 'knowledge by description'.
lIe see here, albeit in an adumbrated form, the idea that there is a
hiera:rchy of languages. There is, however, no recognition that anyone
might be' interested in understanding religion: 'every proposition 1'lhich
1fe can understand mus t be composed wholly of consti tuents with uhich
1'1e are acquainted', vlhen acquaintance involves direct sense data of
the tY'pe religion cannot afford. The extract from AyeI' clearly showe
the poverty of logical positivism when appiied to religion.
Adcording to Hamsey, Hussell' s 1948 i'Jork marks a break with
crude 'physical realism'. Developing his theory of types, the don...
ception of a hierarchy of languages now bed,rs the message that meaningful language is not a totally homogeneous mass but is logically variegated.
From 1;11is it is but a short step to the reading extracted from ':Jaismann' s
paper 'Language Strata'. The verificationist theory of meanin?; used
by Russell in 1946 is no longer in evidence; vmrds like 'meaning',
'truth', 'verification' and even 'logic' are tal;:en to be contextdependent, which entails that thGre is 110 shdrp divide bet\feen meaning
and non-sense.
':iaismann, of course, makes good reading for .iittgensteinian
A true-one is inclined
'to say· f religious' -understanding of relic;ion can now' be imagined ,d thin
the confines of empiricism. It is possible, d.S the extracts from
llamsey 2tnd J.!jvans indicate"to be Cl philosopher of religion and a
believer. H01'lev ..;r,:!ords about God has been compiled not so much to
make this uell-knmfll point as to sug::;est the scope of the empiricist'
tools l"1hich are nOl'1 available for those '\'Those job it is to trans'late,
interpret dnd characterise relie;ious discourse and modes of 'thought'.
fid~ists or \linchian-styled anthropologists.

c

Let us approach this fro'\l the other side. ' 'ro the best 0 f my
kno'l'11edge, anthropoloGists have not developed many tools of a comparable
type~ Such distinctions Ire have- magic/religion, age set/age grade,
sorcery/witchcraft, preferential/perscriptive, metaphor/metyonymy- '
oi the I' belong to a 10VIer order of things or are involved in analyses
i'lhich rest on a prior understano.ing of the relevd,nt phenomena. Since'
vIe have to beGin with "l1ha.t participants have to say, it seems rSB:s'dnable
to suggest that it migllt be jw.o,t as lTel1 to start c~ltching up on los t
t'ime. This is 1'1here i,D,ElSey's collection comes in: a set of tools \1'hich
begin at the beginning uith participant discourse.
The core of modern em-piricism is relativistic: stateme'nts are
construed as belonging to different 'logical styles according to context,
how they are used, etc. Wa:lsmann, in the extract mentioned, asks h01'/"
such styles can be characterised from within. 'rhis leads him to
examine ty--pes' of ambiguity - including the logic of metaphor - and the
fascinating question of "\[heth8r the fact that 'the law' of excluded
middle' cannot be readily applied to aphorisms, poetry and mysticism
rende.cs these modes of discourse illogical. Think, in this connection,
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of LeVY-Bruhl, Filth, and the lilany others who construe ~eligiot),s talk
astnon-rational'.
Ryle attends to a closely related topic, 'systematically mijllleading expressions'. The graunatical or verbal form of an assertion,
he. argues , is not a sure &"llide to -the logical for1:1 of the saD'.e assertiol1 and indeed can be positively misleading. Attention to tlle logic
of cC):tegory mistakef?, in the· sense th""t .inferences dra,m. from verbal
fOI'm~ easily 1il.1COurage inaccurate equations' und assumptions, could well
help antliropoloc:ists develop their o:ni logi.c of questions. Is it, .
for instance, a category mista;:e to ask, 't'1ell, don Juan, did I really
fly'? p or 'l"1'ha t is the magical po \'Ter 0 f HO rds ' ?
The extracts from A,ustin also deal ui th logical landscapes, only
this time not 'l'1ith logicality as such, or questions, but the issue
of hO,\,1 i'Tords. are used. His distinction bet1rwenperforE;,J. tiv~ and
constative aspects of utterances, utt::)rances which 'do' and those
1r1hic11 'say', might not appear to be of '.1uch anthropological interest.
Personally, I do not think that Austin can provide us ui th . a general
solut ion to the problem of m.:.-tg'ic, but the i~e reLlains Finnegan' s application. l:;ore generally, the notion ' performative' allo~'Ts us to take a
ne"T 1001:: dt a tradi tional antlll~opological insight '\'1hich goes back at
least to Rant's 'regulative' view of religio11: religious systems and
to some extent lilagic and't'fi tchcraftbeliefs caa be read in terms of
the logic of ;loral discourse. Although '\'le find no mention of the
not ion 'perform,~~ ti ve', the extracts from Hansel , Hare and Hepburn
all concern this point of vievl. Hepburn, for instance, argues tbD.t
the historicitY1even ontoloGical truth, of religious storie~ is relatively Unimportant: 'the moral pattern of life is the fundamental
thing, the story its vehicle'. Ddng is Liore importal'lt than saying,
even though stories have a vital role to play.
Apart from Stra\1S0n' s remarks on tile relationship bet1'Teen
formal logic and the logic of ordill8.ry usage, o.nd on the logic of
persons, ~)ords about God contains t\TO other w.ain perspectives ,\,1hic11
add to our underst:mding of the logical styleS' involved in religious
language. . In both cases the 'l'lord 'metaphor' is all-import3.1'lt • That
is \1hy the index contains more references to this tOl?ic tllan to any
other.
The second section of the book ('The lal1&;Uo.ge of :leligious
belief: SOille Classical discussions') is almost totally dedicated to
extracts uhich approach religious discourse fron" the primordial
division bet1-l'een metaphorical and li t:3ral readings. The gre::;.t problem
is: if the Bible is read literally it makes religious (and mental)
nonsense, but if it is rend metaphorically the ontblogical.status of
God is placed in jeopardy. Tuo solutions emerge. One is given by
Aqui.naa ~ namely jihe middle wa.y provided b;} the notion analogy; the
other by Otto - talk of God is symbolic (largely metaphorical) but
has substLt,nce because these f ideoGrolils' ',),re crounded in the numinous.
Turning to the last section, 'The logical character of Religious
lal1gu2ge', 'iTe find that Ramsey and Eivans have, very Generally speaking.
more to do ~d th Otto than Aquinas, This is most app-::1rent in the case
of RaJJlsey t although ue should ment ion that he gained inany· of his
seminal ideas from Hax Black. Veri briefly, Black argu.es {but not·
in the extract included) that the theoretical models used in science
function in a manner not all thCl t far reliloved frOLl'the role of meta"
phors in poetry and common usage. 'I'hey afford, that is to say, a
unique and distinctive form of cognitive insight \'rhich CEl.lIDOt be
transla.tod into a non-metaphorical idiom. In this context the
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'picture' theory tif ltmguage is replaced by one. in."1rlhich 'model'
discourse 'discloses' the phenonlena being talkedtibout uithout being
.J,ble to capture it in a one-to-one replication fashion. Black specifically states that such models differ from the analogue variety
by rea,son of the fact that they do not w'ork ~ anuloGY but through
a hoped-for underlying analogy.
Applying this to religious discourse,RaJT<sey has to make some
adjustnlents. Why this is so need not concern us for the moment, but
'\'Te should realise that tJis is vrhcre some of Otto' s ideas' reaj}.Jear:
:celigious disclosure models (i.e. most, if not all the Bible) are
grounded in situations of 'cosmic disclosure'; are gro1..mded,' if you
like, in 'certain special experiel1ces. It need not ";lOrry us as
anthropologists tlut llamsey the empiriCist philosopher is 8.rguing for
Christian claims becaUse he nowhere, or at least importa.ntly, introduces
a priori claims of an objectionable variety. Instead, his descriptive
approach irresistably reminds us of such Harks as Jivinity an.9. ~xperience.
His 'anthropological value' is threefold: (a) religion is defended as
religion', ,1liich "leans that tlle participants' universe is regarded as
primarJT, (b) Vle learn i!lUch of the nature of models, the logic of
metaphorical s;rstems and uhy some such systens are more suiti.:tble than
others, and (c) I'Te gain new insights into the relD.tionship betVTGen
religion, science and poetry for the imagin,'ltion aluays GrasllS the lesser
kl1ol'm by follouing one basic strategy.
~laiilse;y-, it nil! be realised, traces a firm path betue::m the 'only
literal or merely metal)hor' choice. imthropolo6;'ists' need no longer be
trapped by the old posi ti vistic op,)osi tiOllS such as 'at face value' /
'x does not mean uh."t it appears 'to', 'literal/meta:~horical, inforillcctive/
expressive, ,jtc. Evans adds furth0r subtleti..es to this developnent.
Inventing the notion 'onlook', he analyses ~his into such features as
'COllIllissive', 'autobiographical', 'exl?ressive', 'behabitive-postural i
and 'verdictive'. He tben classifies this 'looking' on x as y' language
ina broad li teral/non-lit6ral division, subdividii1g the latter into
'parabolic' I.md ; Jallaloc;,ical , onlooks. Ag'ain, religious ontological
claims are defended by 'saying that parabOlic onlooks do not involve
Dore 'as if' netaphors. .;e learn more ,j,bcut the ·'is's' of ~
~:lelie;ion.
And as the Hords 'COi.ililis::live' and'verdic·tive' indicate,
Evans is developing aspects of Austin's position.

Finally, hO'l'T does the extract from Nuer;~eligion fit into all
this? Hansey suggests it should be read alongside those frOm1,aimonides.
It is difficult not to agree vi th the implic,(tion that ..livans-Pri tchard' s
tTor};: belongs to the 'classical discussions'. Of cou:i.1se, this has to be
the case: .8vans-Pritchard tlrote befo:i.'e the ne\1 solution to the metaphor/
literal <listinction had been fully articulated. Accordir.gly,,;e can
construct the follouing al1alog-y: 'riaimonides, Otto and the rest:
Evans-Pc'i t chi:l.r.d if not Godfrey Lie nhardt : : the r:lOCLern empiricits and
philosophe11s of religion:?' A gap vraits to be filled. :'lords about
~ suggests the tools 1"e can use.
hanJT modern theologians are 1rTri ting
for a seculdr age; some of thera even kill God. So there is nothing to
]!revcnt us froLl.Tofi ting from thcir 'iifork. As Raiiisey :cmts it, pe:i.11iuIlS
lli th anthropologists in mind, this book ',~ay help the reader to develop
his mm erupirical approach to religious themes'. All I can add is,
'don't stop here. Try reading ~lS and l'l Tstar (lS64), Religious
Language (1957), Prospect f2!: Netaphysics 1961
Paul Heelas

Man. Culture and Society. Shapiro, HarryL.(ed)Sacond edition.
Oxford University Press, 1972. £1.60p.
·Dehydrated food, though full of artificial flavburing and
colouring, often fails to satisfy the palate. The same may be said
of "potted ll versions of any subject: economy is achieved, but ~li th an
awful loss of originality and interest.
This collection ·of essays, which originally appeared in 1956 vms,
at the time, one of the finest efforts to present anthropology as
a "whole ll • · The papers by Levi-Strauss and Godfrey Lienhardt, again
re-printed, soon became well knounto undergraduates. The archaeological
summaries were indicative of both the time at which they were vlritten
and of their author~. The whole was reasonably balanced.
It vIas inevitable with the passa,ge of time and the modern craze
for general readings in anthropoiogythat a nevl edition of this book
lTould appear. Some of the archaeological papers have been re-vlritten
reflecting the great increase in archaeological material and changes
in ideas, though uith no real appreciation of the new methodologies
in this area. The paper by ~1eadOvl on the emergence of civilization
isa good synop~is, but the re-printing of Gordon Childe's paper on
the New Stone Age, a paper already dated in 1956, is rather shocking.
Social anthropolog~, it appears, either has not changed or the
editor just thought the papers could not be updated. The only neli
paper in the whole
the 'cultural t section is that by 1.1appaport on
"ecological anthropologytl, a misnomer if ever there was one.
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The book, one feels, lmuld have been better left as a model of
past anthropology (Ruth Benedict mcluded). One has visions of the
book forever being "brought up to date", the original unity of the
book disappearing as it grovTsincontrlbutors and pages. As it is,
the.boolc has some articles on the archaeological knotJledge of the
present and anthropological models of the past. It is possible to
divide archaeological matter into period·s and areas, but the divisions
of social anthropological subj ects a:ce no longer so clear as was once
thought.
No doubjr the ·book will sell to libraries as an "instant"
·reference book, but many readers will find it lacking someuhat in
nutritional value.
James Urry
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JOURNEY TO' IXTLAN: The Lessons of Don Juan.
N.ew York:: Simon· and Schuster, 1972.

Carlcs Castaneda.

This book, the third in·the don Jl).an saga, continues a
number of. trends developed in the first t'VTO. As, in A Separate
Reality in comparison I'd th The Te,§.chin;s of Don Juan, the account
was more personal as Castaneda accepted Llore of don Juan's teachings
as at the le~cs't; meaningful; so·in tIlls boolc Castaneda 100111S larger
still, and don Juan loses all ap)earance of charlatanism. The 'nonordinary reality' of the first book, the 'separate reality' of the
second, drop out of the explicit picture - they have beC01,le an
unqualified 'true' reality. It is in Castaneda's treatment of
don Juan's 'other' reality, ;his view of. its nat 11re' and status, thnt the
mostsigniiicant progression (and progress) is made through the
series.
This is Danifested' in the content of each book. The first
Hi th don Juan's sayin{s'S as a. detached system of belief. '1'he
second deals rrith the 'other 1Jorld' of the sorcerer in relation to the
psychotropic plants which help induce it. The third deals vrith
Carlos Castaneda, and his rele,t;ions with the vrorld - especially his
relationship \vith the 'other ,wrld'. After the anthropology and the
psychology, "l'le have at last COj;le to the philosophy.
de~ls

The latest "\wrl: is the best of the three; [It least it is t:!.e
most satisfyin(~ to sympathetic readers. In each of the first t1<U'0
books one becomes frustrated l'li th Castaneda for his :tnsiste:"lce on
'looking', 'thinking', talking and, especially, his Olm 'r...tionality'.
One is infuriated ,1hen he brenl;:s off his a::?prenticeship at incomplete
stages because of a supposed inca.:oacity to ent8r the 'other Forld'.
In the third book hovrever Castaneda achieves the task of 'seeing'
and 'knoning'; he admits both the achievement and the 'other ~oj"orld' •
If he does not choose to' enter the fother "Tor id ' permanently and
completely forsake t this 1"Torld' ,we can at . least respect his decision
as one made of free 'idll, not one forced on him through his own
hU111lIl inadequacy. This is the main reason i1hy the book is so much more
uplifting and optimistic than the first tvlO,. especially a,t a personal
level. And as I have tried to explain, that is the primary level at
"lhich the bool~ must be judged. The book iso.lso the most satisfying
yet in tha t, by at last acce;?ting clon Juan's prenisses, Castaneda
allous himself a better and more concrete starting-point (see Heelas$
especially p. 135).
The book is also a rtluch better constructed ~'lork than either of
the other tl!lO. In pl'1ce of the rehashinG and soneuhat forced 'structural
analysis' tha.t rounds off the first book, in place of the depressing
tailing auay into dejection and failure of the second, there is a
truly drahlatic climax. After seventeen chapters of old field notes
(1960-196~) 1"Te end 'VTith three chapters covering the most recent
experiences (1971), in vlhich Ca.stal1eda 'stops the lforld', 'sees',
talks to a coyote vlhich in ttU'n talks (or rather feel-talks) back;
in Vlhich don Geilaro makes Castaileda' scar disa1)I)ear (in fact he
transports it to the 'other vmrld', whence Castaneda has the unique
exp~rience of driving it baCk to 'this "Torld'). The drama tic quality
of this book in contrast to the previous ones is apparent in the
shift from a sense of impending danger to Castaneda' s identity and
sani"ty.;'to iopending physical danger from actual attacks (by various forces).
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Nevertheless, the'I!lajor failing, of the book lies in its construction: although the first seventeeiJ. ch,aptars are indispensable for an
understanding of the events of the last three chapters, almost all
the impact (a11d import) of the book come in these last forty pages.
In themsel'V'es, the first 275 pages are of little value, adding' but
li ttle_ to what '!oTe Imew and felt from the first two books.
This is a verj porsonalbook; after reading it,it seems 'more
natural to call the author 'Carlos' than'Castaneda t ; even the
sorcerers are infinitely more pel"sonalized - i f only because the~r
hardly ever seem to stop lau.ghing.. And by porsonalizing his
acco1.lIlt, Castaneda has concretized it. Previously, in dropping out
of the system. as a fa.ilure, Castaneda left a bitter feeling thut
both systems/vlOrlds were insignificant.- He has now; by opting out
of the system as a success~ not only accepted and demonstrated the
importance of don Juan's \lorld, he has also reaffir':'19d the importance
of (all) our ovTn.
]'01' those I have xnanaged to enthuse, :for those uho are already
enthuaiastic, for all those who 't'lant to read for themselves the solving
of this mystery, British publica.tion of the book has been announced
for this Nay. -11.l1d the fo'_rth episode, !,ales of ..t.0~' is scheduled
for ~ublication in America next year.

Martin Cantor
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